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Abstract
Today’s mainstream electronic systems typically assume that transistors and interconnects operate correctly over their useful lifetime. With enormous complexity and significantly increased vulnerability to failures compared to the past, future system designs cannot rely on such assumptions. At the same time, there is explosive growth in our dependency on such systems. For example, in 2009, a glitch in a single circuit board of the air-traffic control system resulted in hundreds of flights being canceled or delayed.

With extreme miniaturization of circuits, factors such as transient errors, device degradation, and variability induced by manufacturing and operating conditions are becoming important. While design margins are being squeezed to achieve high energy efficiency, expanded design margins are required to cope with variability and transistor aging. Even if error rates stay constant on a per-bit basis, total chip-level error rates grow with the scale of integration. Moreover, difficulties with traditional burn-in can leave early-life failures unscreened.

This talk will address the following major robust system design goals:

- New approaches to thorough post-silicon validation that scale with tremendous growth in complexity
- Cost-effective tolerance and prediction of failures in hardware during system operation
- A practical way to overcome substantial inherent imperfections in emerging nanotechnologies

Significant recent progress in robust system design impacts almost every aspect of future systems, from ultra-large-scale networked systems, all the way to their nanoscale components.
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